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Real death on stage
kills Cal. amateur actor
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: The musical "Oliver"
RIDGECREST. CAL.
ended in tragedy last night When a homemade blank
fired at a villain during rehearsal struck the performer in the chest and killed him.
The three young children of Wayne R. Carpenter,
37, a civilian chemist at nearby China Lake Naval
Weapons Center. were in the audience watching
with others in the cast of 30, when the fatal shot was
fired.
Kern County sheriff's deputies said the shot was
one of two "blanks" fired by Wint T. Dillon, 38, a
master sergeant stationed at the center, during a
rehearsal of an amateur production of the musical in
this remote desert community of 20,000.
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Asian Lands Want To
Know Of Policy Changes
the withdrawal phase of the
Nixon doctrine "but we haven't
seen the other part of the
doctrine"-the training and
MANILA (UPI 1 -Philippine equipment.
President Ferdinand E. Marcos
appealed to the United States
today to inform leaders of nonCommunist Asia well in adWASHINGTON (UP!):
vance of any basic changes in
The ranking Republican
America's Asian policy.
on the Senate Finance
In an interview with UPI,
Committee sees little
Marcos spoke of the worries of
chance Congress will increase Social Security
Asian leaders over the Ameritaxes this year-as Prescan withdrawal in Vietnam and
ident Nixon asked-to
the
reduction
of
troops
pay for the higher beneelsewhere.
fits which start June 3.
calls
from
"I get all these
Sen. Wallace F. Benleaders all over Asia. They ask
nett (R., Utah) said the
me-"You're much closer to
higher benefits, without
the Americans. Do you know
higher taxes, would add
what they're intending to do? ...
to inflation. But, said
What is meant by low profile?
Bennett, can't see any
real possibility that
put
"We have always tried to
there will be a bill soon
across this message. When I
to change the tax rate
say we, I mean the Asian
year."
leaders-that if there are any
basic changes in policy that we
be prepared for it," Marcos
said.
By being "prepared," Marcos
made clear he meant the
United States should supply
Open
‘
Ad
7prn
m ruts
e;yso
. Ie
p.rn75
Sc
at Sun
troop training and equipment
for Asian nations to fill any
military gaps.
TONITE & TUES.
Marcos, 53, the Philippines'
most decorated soldier in World
War II, said some Korean
leaders had told him if the
United States had not withdrawn its heavy equipment and
armor before 1950, there might
not have been a Korean war
and the subsequent need for
American fighting men.
"I asked why and they said
they could have been prepared
for it," he SO.
COLOR',
The president said "perhaps
the best policy would be for our
United Artists
(;I'
allies to get together now and
agree that on such and such a
time, we will reduce ground
By MIMS THOMASON
President of
United Press International

C PQI

DICK VAN DYKE

"COLD
TURKEY"

troops or support troops or the
navy and the air force to this
extent and you must be
prepared to fill this up. Then
we would ask that ow- men be
trained for this purpose ...
The president said he would
strongly recommend Asian
nations be "quietly informed"
of any such intentions and "we
then be allowed to prepare for
such an eventuality."
Marcos said Asia had seen
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
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Carpenter was playing Bill Sykes, a villain in the
inualcal adaptation of Charles Dickens' "Oliver
Twist," and Dillon was portraying a policeman who
kills Sykes with two shots. lie fired twice during the
rehearsal and the second shot killed ('arpenter.
The coroner's office'reported that both bullets
were homemade blanks, prepared by removing the
slug and powder of a live shell. leaving the primer
cap to make a "popping" sound Gay said part of a
slug and some powder apparently were left in the
fatal bullet.
The play had been scheduled for performances
the next two weekends by the drama class of the
Bakersfield College Desert Division.
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that no punishment be adSchool Discipline Crisis
RANH
The crisis in public education is ministered.
SAIGON
GULF—
KOMPONG
worsening month by month. A
OF —
parents of peaceful
What
can
SON
decade ago, only a few students do in such a situation?
TONKIN=
metropolitan centers had black- Unquestionably, they have to
MONDAY-MARCH 22, 1971
board jungles. The vast majority organize and act politically
in
SAIGON REPORTS MORE
of school systems were free of order to get results. They Lave to
THAN 60 U S COPIERS
serious disorders. No longer is
LOST IN FIRST FIVE
establish counter groups in
WEEKS OF LAOS DRIVE
result
as
a
Today,
case.
this the
peaceful
behalf of
schoolsTIKES FILM
LEDGER
of federal dictates and the organizations such as
Concerned
WHO'S GOT SEPONE
mergence of the political powe
NORTH
IS QUESTION AS
For
Parents
Classroom
HA TINN
public
nation's
the
action
militants,
against
of
1,500 NORTH VIETS
VIETNAM
A vigorous protest was registered last night
LAS SAO
Discipline.
\„..?
MOVE
IN TO REPAIR
strife-torn.
schools are
underway by Highway Commissioner Henry Ward to change
Organization of this type can
SOUTH VIET DAMAGE
USAF JETS
with
lies
trouble
the
of
ago
root
years
The
two
established
was
which
24
.he route of IKT
insist that school board adopt
USE LASER
MU GHIA
the breakdown of local control of
SEAMS TO
)etween St. Louis and Nashville. The route comes through
discipline codes for the public
PASS
U S COPTERS FERRY
past,
education.
In
the
PINPOINT
public
1,000 SOUTH VIETS
L'alloway County.
schools. These organizations also
BOMBING
decisions
the
made
boards
delegate
school
FROM
elected
FIREBASE NEAR
was
p
Murray
of
Willoughby
I
Aubrey Red
OF HO CHI
can
legal
counsel
to
retain
secure
SEPONE TO THWART
regarding pupil and teacher
MINH TRAIL
o the National convention of the Woodmen of the World Life
justice
for
the
majority
of
lawOVERRUNNING
BY REDS
IN LAOS
assignment,. School authorities
Insurance Society to be held in Los Angeles in July.
abiding
students.
Until
this
type
such
were free to administer
Four hundred and thirty-three pairs of quail which the
DONG HOI effort is launched,
disciplinary measures as they of counter
2allpway County Conservation Club purchased for S1300.00
however,
discipline
in
the
schools
deemed wise.
sere handed out to members of the club at the meeting held
will deteriorate--blackboard
VENH
In recent years, federal courts
UNH'
s
"
at the Ernest Bailey farm.
jungle conditions will spread
of
the
Dept.
such
as
Three
agencied
Route
and
Benton
of
Cunningham
Larry
Mr. and Mrs.
across
the
country.
Health, Education and Welfare,
are the parents of a baby boy born last week at the Murray
QUANG
have come to make the key
Hospital.
DOND HAIEN Tal
decisions regarding assignment
)
/
1
4
•
of students and teachers.
SHE
sOUTI4
Children are being bused long
SAN* VIETNAM
distances in order to meet arTeacher
bitrary formulas.
SOUTH VIETS DESTROY
LEDGER £ TIMES FILE
HO CHI MINH
assignment likewise is a matter
ENEMY BASE 15 MILES
TRAIL ROUTES
SOUTHEAST
OF SEPONE,
of politics, not education, School
NEW YORK (UM-Although
FIND 2,000 TORPEDOES
have
administrators
and
boards
James Monroe Peeler, age ret, died yesterday at the
market has passed the 900
been stripped of real power. If a the
Murray Hospital.
on the Dow Jones
level
superintendent or principal
novelist Cleghorn Gaskell said,
The Almanac
The last sale of the season of dark fired tobacco will be held
average, Abraham &
unruly industrial
decides
to
discipline
an
tomorrow in Murray.
gain over the past By United Press Intenaational "A man is so in the way in the
the
says
Co.
student, he may end up in court.
Today is Monday, March 22, house."
The fourth in a series of tractor maintenance and operative
weeks "was relatively
Intolerable conditions have few
on
Company
Equipment
McKee]
schools will be held at
company says it the 81st day of 1971.
small."
The
been created in many public
March 24.
saw indications of "flagging The moon is between its last
schools. Incompatible groups of
Most colored furniture on
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Valentine of Puryear, Tenn., Route Two
strength in the overall stock quarter and new phase.
mixed
in
been
the ntarkettis tinted 'round the
students have
were surprised when their children and families gathered in
The
morning
stars
are
movement" and says the
doors and drawers' with a faint
classrooms--students with price
honor of Mr. Valentine's 77th birthday.
"inevitable declaration in the Mercury and Saturn.
touch of color.
markedly different backgrounds
market's rate of. gain" Those born on this date are
and concepts of behavior. The bull
seems to have beAuti._
under the sign of Aries,
problems have been aggra
On this day- in history:
by the refusal of federal agencies
In 1794 Congress enacted
to allow principals to allow
By Keine & Hanson
The long-term corporate bond legislation
forbidding
slave
anything like the so-called "four
somewhat trading with foreign nations.
market
-recovered
track' system once permitted in
thee
weakness induced In 1874 the Young Men's
And be said. My presence shall go with thee, and I will give
Diistrict of Columbia schools- from the
large volume of Hebrew Association ( YMHA
earlier
by
the
rest.-Exodus 33:14.
organization
of
that is,
classes on
Halsey, Stuart was founded in New; York City.
offerings,"
though
new
earth,
on
rest
no
find
will
us,
we
within
Except Christ be
the basis of achievement and
Co. says. The company adds In 1941 the Grand Coulee
we search forever.
ability to perform.
"recovery Dam on the Columbia River_
Schools that have been that it believes the
although began producing electrical powfurther,"
proceed
can
-C
revamped on the basis of rigid
agrees with er in the Pacific Northwest.
balancing formulas are schools the company
with
enormous
built-in "those who maintain that a In 1968 President Lyndon
iIELGIME1ELASIELD
declines Johnson recalled Gen. William
by Carl Riblet Jr.
frustrations. Those who cain't major porno of rate
Biiiltday of
that
warns
are
behind
us,"
it
Westmoreland
as
commander
perform satisfactorily in the
Solomon had 700 wives and 300 concubines. It
ANTHONY.VAN DYCK
classroom are bitter and "the absolute bottom may still of US. troops in Vietnam and
would seem that any man who would surround
1599- 1641
made him Army Chief of Staff.
resentful.
If they fail their he ahead."
himself with all that trouble and strife could
Flemish Portrait Painter
Abrams
Creighton
took
Gen.
courses, they are furious with
Knighted by Charles I
not have been gifted with very much wisdom, as
over in Vietnam.
school authorities and those
of England
reputed. But he sure was sexy.
students who pass. If they are
During the last 15 years "a
passed for social or politica sustained high rate of share A thought for today British
reasons, they still know that they volume turnover has unfailingly
"Sexiness-the ability to make
have failed. Hence they are developed within less than one
love frivolously."
Lois
By Mort Walker
Hi
Dik Browne
angry because of their demon- year after the end of each
-Praraphrasing Heywood Broun
strated incapacity.
And major bear market," according
those qualified students enrolled to Wright Investors' Service.
MY HANDY WAY OF REMINDING;
coming from the basement and under political formulas are The company adds that high
Bath Of Lady
accorded special privileges-- volume "almost
called police.
DADDY TO BUY EASTER SEALS
unfailingly
Police said they found Earl discrimination in reverse.
TO HELP CRIPPLED CHILDREN !!
preceded by a year or more the
Is Interrupted
Snowden, 26, shutting off the
In this situation, classroom high water mark of the bull
AND ADULTS!
ST. LOUIS, Mo.(UPI)-Mrs. water so he could steal the discipline, breaks down.
market advance." With the
Everjean London was preparing water pipes and faucets from Gradually, the situation worsens
current advance still "10 per
her bath in her second-floor the basement.
until the school is constantly cent" below the old high and
apartment when the water
plunged into strife. The resentful with volume turnover rate close
stopped. She heard noises
element comes to attack other to the 20-year record, Wright
students in the halls, restrooms, believes
Putting a new carpet or an
"there is no indication
or schoolyard. Sometimes the of a
old cushion is not a good way
substantial near-term
conflict widens into riots in which decline in either
E
to save money. Tests show that
market volume
school bus drivers are assaulted or price.once a carpet cushion wears
out, the carpet also wears out
or knifings take place on school
quickly.
grounds.
•
Given, the political climate of "We are still in the
phase
In 1969, health insurance
today - and the growing political where bad business now
is good
premium income received by
power of monority groups, school for the stock.
market," Hoppin,
all private insuring organkiards and superintendents are Watson & Co.
observes. The
izations in the United States
afraid to discipline company says the
bad news
reached $17
classroom hoodlums.
Par- "forces the Fed to_ continue
ticipants in school boycotts go pumping money and
brings the
unpunished. What's worst of all, administration to a
position
police may be
politically' where it. must consider repeal.
intimidated and told not to in- ina_some of the
deliberately
terfere with or arrest gangs destructive
acts it so ill.
rampaging in public schools. The advasedly signed
into law in the
parents of gang Orticipants are infamous,
opposition-sponsored
likely tr.---be ivetl-organized tax reform bill
Homemade blank hits,
of 1969."
politically and quick to demand
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up as Anderson
to—back titles. The others were Ruggles ended
with 26
scorer
top
s
County'
Clay
By Herb Sparrow
Lexington Now Henry
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UP!) - High) School, which won the first points, with Conner getting 20.
Coach Jim Hunter feels that a three tournaments starting in Five-foot-ten sharp shooter Bill
loss possibly could have been the 1918, Ashland in 1933-34 and Gordon led Male with 29 points.
By United Press International we're in another one against
"Gordon is probably the
g factor in his Louisville Louisville Seneca in 196.3-64.
decidin
help."
should
it
UCLA
"This year's NCAA Tourt guard in Kentucky,"
tive
quickes
consecu
second
of
team's
Male
years
Honor
three
va
ended
"An
Villano
Winning
nament,thus far, has been one of
said. "I wouldn't give
School
High
Hunter
State
ky
the
we
ng
Kentuc
frustration by crushi
"I think everyone realized
upsets."
other guard."
Basketball Championship.
_previously unbeaten ( 20-0)
weren't as high as last year," him up for any
Hunter may wish he had a few
"Losing the district was a big Hunter said. "But to win this
The words were those of Quakers. Howard Porter poured
factor in our jelling," Hunter said year was more than a pleasure. Gordons next year as Male lose
Johnny Wooden, coach of in 35 points for the Wildcats, who
all five of its starters
Saturday night in the Male It was an honor.
defending NCAA basketball had previously lost to Penn every
"We'll just have to wait until
dressing room after the Bulldogs "The boys were mature, they
champion UCLA and the veteran time the two teams met over the
for
to see what we will
83-66
County
n
October
and
Anderso
beat
.
before,
mentor had reason to add, "I'm past three seasons
had been through this
Hunter said while
have,"
the coveted schoolboy crown - they knew what to expect.
glad we didn't contribute to the
"It was the biggest victoryI've
any rumors that he
ting
discoun
"My telling the boys what could
club,'
ball
trend."
fine
a
'We beat
ever had," said Villanova Coach
g
to take a college
anythin
mean
leave
didn't
happen
might
ti
ng
to
referri
had
The top ranked Bruins
after they
Hunter added in
Jack Kraft. "I can't give the THIS IS HOW ITS DONE-the MU girl's rifle team seem to be telling their coach
until they saw for themselves Anderson County, the 8th Region position.
come from as much as 11 points
are
right
to
Left
targets.
ional
words I feel." The win lifted established a new national record of 1162 of 1200 points on convent
let up," champs who upset No. 2 rated
down to eke out a 57-55 victory
coach Major they could lose if they
Villanova' record to 26-6 and the Nancy Betz, Jan Whittaker, Peg Baker and Anne Hall. Reeleving instructions is their
lost its Louisville Central in Saturday
Male
ed.
continu
Hunter
POSTDAM BEATS NYC
y
State
Saturda
over Long Beach
Wildcats will now meet Mideast Richard Mallard.
(UPI)district final to rival Louisville afternoon's semi-finals.
NEW YORK
and advance to the semifinals of
Champ Western Kentucky.
6 8 - 6 7 . Male gained the finals with a Potsdam edged New York City 2Manual
the tournament scheduled for
"I haven't scouted Villanova
Male thus became only the 81-66 win over Owensboro.
1 Sunday in the finals of the New
Thursday night at the Houston
personally," said Hilltopper
fifth team in the 54-year history
point margin was York State Midget Hocky
the
h
Astrodome.
Althoug
of
one
Coach John Oldham, "but
of the tournament, and the first greater, Male's win over An- Championships for boys 16-18.
my assistants tells me they're
since
'
Louisville Flaget in 1960, to derson County came harder than
and
,
Kansas
va,
Villano
one of the quickest teirras in the
lose a district final and then over Owensboro. With Clarence
Western Kentucky also advanced nation "
capture the state championship. Childers doing a good defensive
to the semifinals. Villanova
Western Kentucky. which also
Under the Kentucky playoff job on All-Stater Jimmy .Dan
Pennd
-ranke
third
d
stunne
game of system, both the dtstrIct Winners
run, overcame a 14-point
Conner, Anderson's David
NEW YORK (UPI)-North Heels in.. the second
sylvania 90-47, Kansas nipped likes toto get by Ohio State and up
deficit
to beat in the tonight's ripleheader. Hawaii and runner-up advance into the 16 Ruggles took over within two
team
the
ala
Car
Drake 73-71 and Western Kenits record to 23-5. Previously, the
points of Male in the last quarter.
National Invitation Basketball meets Oklahoma in the first regional tournaments.
tucky subcrUid—stubborn Ohio
hilltoppers had to come from
ity
game and Tennessee faces Duke Male, which returned three of Male however, struck for 13
Univers
e.
overtim
Tournament.
State
State 81-78 in
a
Murray
in
ville
Jackson
of in another quarter-final game in its starters off last year's
behind to nip
That is the educated opinion
straight points midway in the
Team established
regional playoff game Women's Rifle
team, also became fourth quarter, and pulled away
of
p.
nship
nightca
coach
the
in
champio
record
Gavitt,
s
"1 never expected to be down Mideast
women'
Dave
l
trouncing Kentucky 107-83 a new nationa
meets Oklahoma decided to play its only the fourth team.to win back- for their 32nd win in 35 starts.
as far as we were, but we ended before
competition on February 20, Providence, whose team
y.
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last
in a game despite the death Sunday of
tonight
at
the
Rifle
be
to
up where we wanted
the Tar Hells
the National
"We keep having to work our according to
hasn't Sooner Athletic Director Gomer
d
Gavitt
release
game.
final
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end of the game," Wooden siad.
which
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way out of trouble," Oldham Associa
seen Hawaii or Oklahoma, who Jones. "It is our sincere
Four consecutive free throws
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say
desire
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with
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first
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Wicks in the final 25 seconds
new mark of 1161 out of 1200 triple header to conclud
club."
ional round action, but he did see parts that the game go forward," said
clinched UCLA's 26th conels, the possible points in convent
McDani
Jim
Big
tourThe of seven opening round games Oklahoma President Peter Kyle
NCAA
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shootin
victory
secutive
target
Hilltoppers' 7-foot center, scored sectional
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nament competition and vaulted
notified
NRA
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free throw with 8:57 left to play in and insurin
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for
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been
53-53.
up. over-the-ankle
The fourth-ranked Jayhawics, the game to tie it at
level with Roblee's two tone boot Spirited styling runs
first half Saturday as the Tar 83, in overtime Saturday night.
Western records.
s
pairing
quarter
usetts,
other
who have won their last six Glover, who led
Massach
The
an
ated
freshrri
annilih
Heels
s with 22, put Jan Whittaker, a
and features a ghillie tie and broad, rounded toe.
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Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Calloway
Monday, March V
County Country Club. Hostesses
The Creative Arts Department are Mesdames Henry Fulton, Bill
of the Murray Woman's Club will
Stark Erwin, Joe Dick,
meet at the club house at 9:30 Crouse,
Harverstock, Joe Hal
a.m. with Mrs Al Koertner, Mrs. E. J
Wayne Doran, W. C.
Spann.
Dale
Mrs.
and
Harrell,
Dan
Elkins, Glenn Doran, T. C.
Lemons as hostesses.
Doran, M. C. Ellis, and Evelyn
Wilson, Bridge hostesses are
5631I
Post
County
Calloway
Tommy Chrisp and Mrs.
Mrs
supper
"Dutch"
VFW will have a
Gregory.
at the Triangle Inn at seven p.m. John
All interested persons are invited
The Murray Woman"s Club will
to attend.
have its general luncheon
The Luther Robertson PTA will meeting at the club house at ten
meet at the school at seven p.m. a.m. Hostesses will be the Home
with Supt. Fred Schultz as the and Sigma Department.
speaker.
Friday, March 2$
The Republican Women's Club "The Crucible", Arthur Miller
will meet at the home of Mrs. play, will be presented the second
Prue Kelly,800 Minerva Drive, at night at the Murray State
7:30 p.m. Interested persons are University auditorium at eight
p.m. Tickets are 61.50 each.
urged to attend.

She wants fun
but no sex
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a divorced woman in my early 405.
Where can I find a man in my age bracket who would like an
attractive companion for dinner and the movies without
expecting sex afterwards? I can't afford to travel far.
It seems that all the eligible men in the northern part of
New Jersey expect sex after an evening's entertainment.
"J" IN LINCOLN PARK, N. J.

.a

Cheri Yvonne is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Rushing of Route One, Dover,
Tenn., for their baby girl,
weighing eight pounds eleven
ounces, born on Thursday, March
18, at 4:40 p.m. at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Teresa Jean, age four. The father
is eniployed by the Western
Kentucky Stages, Murray.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
James Rushing and Mrs. Edith
Wallace, all of Dover, Term., and
Charles Hooper of Erin, Tenn. A
great grandmother is Mrs.
Claudia Littlejohn of Dover,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Murdock
of Sedalia Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, John
Patrick, weighing nine pounds,
born on Thursday, March 18, at
10:55 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Their other children are
Felicia, age ten, and Jeffrey, age
five. The father is employed with
the Mayfield Milling Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs
Phillip Murdock of Murray Route
Seven and Mr. and Mrs. James
Bruce of Sedalia Route One. Mrs.
Doll Bruce of Sedalia Route One .
a--great grandmother.

Saturday, March 27
Tuesday, March 23
Crucible", Arthur Miller
"The
Club
Quota
will
Murray
The
be presented the third
will
play,
have its luncheon meeting at the
at the Murray State
DEAR ABBY: If I don't get some advice I will have to
Southside Restaurant at 12 noon. night
JUNE 5 IS WEDDING DATE—Celebrating her 59th birthUniversity auditorium at eight day, Mrs. Richard Nixon smiles at a White House party
leave the country.
p.m. Tickets are $4.50 each.
After four years of misery I was divorced five months
during which President Nixon announced that daughter
The Kirksey School PTA will
marago.
at the school The Alpha Department of the Tricia and Edward Finch Cox of New York will be
p.m.
1:30
at
meet
ried June 5 at the White House
While I was playing the field, I had an affair with the
Ails
as
the
with
Willard
speaker.
have
—
Murray Woman's Club will
teen-age daughter of a friend of mine. It was just a casual BEBE DANIELS DEAD
one -of- Hostesses will be the fifth grade itç. noon luncheon at the club
,—Tiarmr waft-, Neil
thing. Just a good time. Then I met a great gal. The kind I Bebe Daniels, 70,
mothers; TiPs7Thrra Crawford house. This will be an open
• ill ein
Brown, Madelle Talent, Katie Breakfast or brunch
wanted to settle down with for the rest of my life. My Mack Sennett's
screen beauties, died in and Mrs. Dan Darnell, teachers. meeting with Dr. Alice Koenecke
Outland, Mirian Adams, and
problem is this I have two pregnant females on my back.
Herr's a good breaklast or
London after a lengthy illas speaker. Hostesses will be Dr.
two
gets
man
Miss Prances Brown.
a
if
Is there some law in Ohio that says
brunch special. Combine 1/2
Her husband, comeness.
Aaron
Mrs.
The
Gamma
Gamma
Chappn,
Chapter
Alberta
girls pregnant, the first conceived pregnancy has first legal dian Ben Lyon, and their
cup each of butter and firmly
of Beta Sigma Phi sorority will Chapman, Mr3. Louise Dick,
claim on him?
NALS
PERSO
packed brown sugar and
children, Richard, 36, and meet at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Mrs. P. A.
I sure don't want to get stuck with that teen-aged kid, Barbara, 39, -.were at her
of light corn syrup;
School
tablespoon
Sunday
Dorcas
The
Hart, and Miss Mildred Hatcher.
Mr. and Mrs. Zane Cun- bring to a boil in saucepan,
and if the girl I really oare for finds out about the kid, I will. bedside. The photos were
Class of the First Baptist Church
One through Six of the
prades
were
Phillip,
ningham and son,
Pour into
lose her.
taken in 1941 (top) and
met at the Church on Monday, the recent guests of their parents, stirring contantly.
Hazel Elementary School will
5Ys cup ring mold or a 9 by
Both are bugging me to get married. Can you help me?
meeting.
1958 (lower),
Ginner
a
for
15,
March
present a musical program at the
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham 5-inch loaf pan and tilt to coat
Don't tell me to see a lawyer. I can't afford one.
Group II, with Mrs. Tillmanschool at seven p.m. The Hazel
Mrs. Ethel Miller.
and
sides and bottom. Sprinkle
CLEVELAND JAM
in
was
Weaver as Captain,
PTC meeting will be held at this
nts.
arrangeme
the
of
charge
time.
DEAR CLEVELAND: For the jam you're in. you can't
Mrs. Rudolph Howard gave the
afford not to have /egad advice. Try your Legal Aid Society.
Thursday, March 25
iiiVoCation,' after which a
Junior Recital of Carol Connor,
The Coldwater Homemakers delicious dinner was enjoyed by
Mrs. Edward Willie opened her Tell City, Ind., euphonium, will
DEAR ABBY: You once wrote, "No woman should be
Road
Penny
met'Tuesday, March 16, at all. The class president, Mrs.
Club
forced to have a child she does not want." No truer words lovely home on the
Fine Arts
Executive be in the recital hall,
the
in the afternoon at the Hollis Roberts, presided. She
of
o'clock
one
meeting
the
for
were ever written. I know, because I wasn't wanted. My
No
School Building, MSU, at eight p.m.
Homer Bazzell. The welcomad Mrs. Frances Stamps
Mrs.
Kirksey
of
the
home
of
Board
father lost the abortion money in a crap game so I was born.
charge.
held
Van Burnett, as a guest, Mr.t. Weaver exMrs.
AssOciation
president,
cher
In those days if a girt got in trouble either she got rid of it or Parent-Tea
at one
16,
pressed thanks to her group for
March
presided.
Tuesday.
on
her father came after the guy with a shotgun. That's what
"The Crucible", Arthur Miller
called the their assistance in helping with
Fuqua
afternoon.
Noble
Mrs.
the
in
o'clock
happened in my mother's case. She was 17. My father was
play, will be presented by the roll with each member giving her the arrangements.
The president, Mrs. Harold
22.
MSU Drama Department at the "first spring cleaning job to be Mrs. Madelle Talent inBill
Mrs.
I knew I wasn't wanted from the time I was old enough Fones, presided and
at eight p.m. Tickets
auditorium
troduced the guest speaker,
read the
done".
to understand English. My father used to beat the daylights Crick, secretary,
ents were are $1.50 each.
on "Updating The Miss Jimmye Stephenson who is
lesson
Announcem
The
minutes.
out of my mother. She took to drinking and left him many
23rd meeting
Exterior Of Our Homes" was Associate Professor it, the
times, but she always went back because of me My father made of the March
Knotting,
County PTA Macrame Creative
the
presented by Mrs. Newel Doores Department of Nursing at the
of
and
PTA
the
of
hated me. I could never do anything right. I was always in
Western
by
t at Hazel exhibition
who also plans to attend the Murray State University. A4i.SE
tournamen
Basketball
soms kind of trouble. I ran away from home several times.
n of Art Museums, annual day, March 19.
Associatio
was
anwas
Stephenson's subject
It
3.
and
2
At 15 I ran away for good, and had to steal and push drugs to on April
Hall
lesson on "Crochet "Universitiy Relationship and
conference opens at the Mary Ed Mecoy
special
spring
A
that
nounced
live. I got hooked on heroin and ended up in Lexington, Ky.,
Fine Arts Building, Beads" was given by Mrs. Flo ResponsiAty to the Community
will be held at Calvert City on Gallery,
a physical and mental wreck—at age 19.
MSU, and will continue until Ella Austin, Mrs. Hazel Seaford, and Churdh Versus the ChurcP
6.
April
I am not blarninct anyone else for the mess I have made
includes works of 25
Refreshments of punch and April 30. This
and Mrs. Gladys Spillman from Relationship and Responsibility
of my life, but I reed your column and know you reach a lot
is no charge.
there
and
artists
were served by Mrs.
the Pottsville Homemakers Club to the Community and Univer•
cookies
of people and I wish you would keep telling them that most of
Datsuns deliver complete. Ask your Datsun
invited.
sit yThose present were The public is
in Graves County.
Willie.
the crime and trouble in this world is caused by kids who
the small
dealer,
members attending were
Fones, Crick, Lubie
Members present were:
Club wilt - Other
ONE OF THEM Mesdames
weren't wanted.
Woman's
Hazel
expert.
The
car
Earl
Mrs.
Adams,
Mrs. Hill
Parrish, Rob McCallon, Elvin
the Shirley Garden Adams, Mrs. Hugh Adams, and Mesdames Ray Brownfield,
Crouse, J. B. Burkeen, Charles meet at
PROO4CT OF NISSAN
Ruldolph Howard. Charles
Members
p.m.
seven
"G
TO
at
FLA.
NTIAL
CONFIDE
AINESVILLE,
daughters, Tracy and Kelly.
Coleman, Bobby Locke. Richard Center
Ry.,an,Max Beale, Jimmy Huey,
READER": H everyone swept his own front doorstep, the Armstrong, Jimmy Wilson, note change in date and place.
Mark
Mrs.
were
Visitors
Tillman Weaver, Fred Pogue, H.
whole world would lie clean. Try it, Lady. I know you have a
Williams and son, Eric, Mrs. Dan I.. Oakley, Baxter Bilbrey, B. C.
James Miller, Glen Gibbs, Alvin
Chapter of
Omicron
broom. How else would you, ggt around?
Gamma
Griffith and daughter, Annette,
Usrey, and Willie.
Beta Sigma Phi sorority will Mrs. Eddie Billington, Mrs. Grovan, James Ward, T. C.
What's your problem You'll feel better if you get it off
meet at the Baptist Student Freelan Youngblood, and Mrs. Collie, Glen Hodges, Gram
Feltner, Earl Wartford, Henry
!,our chest. Write to ABBY, Box 6976S, Las Angeles. CaL
Center at 7:30 p.m.
Billie Glenn Shuppe.
Warren, L. I.. Dunn, A. C. San
Nom For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
The .next meeting will be held
B. Jones.
eisvehipe.
Phone 753-7114
The Zeta Department of the at the home of Mrs. Van Burnett ders, Hollis Roberts,G.
So. 12th Street
McCoy, G.
Murray Woman's Club will have .)n April 20 at one p.m. with the C. L. Caldwell, Allen
For Abby's new booklet. "What Tine-Agnes Want le
a breakfast at the Holiday Inn at lesson on "Contrier Touches".
Lave." send $I t• Abby, Box Wes, ILiss Angeles, Cal. 94Ie11_
seven a.m. Hostesses will be
The home of Mrs. Vernon C Mesdames Ace McReynolds,
Nance on Dogwood Drive was the John T. Irvan,C. H. Hulse, Henry
scene of the social held by the Holton, and Miss Madelyn Lamb.
For fashionable linger tips,
Ruth Sunday School Class of the
try a new gourmet collection
is
First Baptist Church held on
of cognac colors. Each one
unbrown
rich
24
with
March
,
brandied
Wednesday
15,
at
March
Monday,
sevenWilliams who was wounded at
Ladies day luncheon will be dertones and faintly gleamed
thirty o'clock in the evening.
The J. N. Williams chapter of Gettysburg.
Willard Ails, president of the served at Oaks County Club at wic.h pearl.
the United Daughters of the The chairrnan announced for
(Estee Lauder. 767 Fifth
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, March 22, March 23, March 24
Confederacy met Friday, March the home reading, two articles in Calloway County Council on Drug 12.45 p.m. Make reservations by
New York, N.Y.).
tve.,
Murrelle
with
noon
,
12, at nine-thirty o'clock in the the January Readers Digest were Education gave devotional Tuesday
morning at the home of Mrs. W. suggested. They are "What A thoughts and presented a most
Is informative talk on the Drug
Z. Carter, 711 Olive Street.
Possession
Priceless
On arriving the guests and Heritage" and "Battle Tactics Abuse program. A question and
members were invited to the For Conservationists". She said answer period followed
Mrs. Nance
president,
dining room where coffee, hot to continue the research on Adm.
tea, coffee cake, cookies, tea Matthew Fontaine Maury. known presided.. The class gave a
biscuits, and ham were served as the Pathfinder of the Seas. contribution for the work of the
from a beautifully appointed This has been a very interesting Drug Council. The opening
prayer was led by the teacher.,
dining table overlaid with a white study, the chairman said.
cutvrork linen cloth and centered
Mrs. Vaugh said through Mrs. C. E. Jones.
Refreshments were served
with a lovely arrangement of Maury's efforts the U. S. Naval
was buffet style from the beautifully
jonquils. Mrs. Carter, assisted by Training
Academy
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, served established at Annapolis, Md. appointed table. Silver apcoffee and hot tea at the silver One of the main buildings on the pointments were used.
BUILDER,
It's Scotts TURF
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service
campus is Maury Hall. A number
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of text books, maps, and wind Ed Stokes, W. B. McCuiston, Ray
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matter
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The UDC each June presents
pressed.
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certificate
a
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standing
and prospective members as the accompanied by binoculars in Mexican location
Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
lineage papers are in process.
Durango, klrxico, was the sil,.
memory of Adm. Maury.
Maxi and Pleated Garments Extra.
The minutes were read by the
next Meeting Will be the for location shooting of
The
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secretary. Miss Mary Williams, third Wednesday in April.
-something big" starring Dean
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Martin and /Irian Keith.
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School
devotion,
The Kirksey.
Miss Mary Williams read a
Association will meet at Mrs. M. R. Rogers, teacher, will
verj interesting document which Teacher
on Tuesday, March 23, present special entertainment.
school
the
her
has recently come into
Hostesses for the social hour
possession. This letter was at 1:30 p.m
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er,
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Mrs.
C'ouncil
vrades.
as•Countj
Callow
conGeorge Tailor Williams,
N. Education and pharmacist at the and Mrs Dan Darnell, teachers.
cernink.: the condition of John
DEAR "J": Try Southern New Jersey. The men there
are much more civilised and domesticated, I'm told.
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Dorcas Meeting

Coldwater Club
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Silent partner

TV CAMEOS: John Marley
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Actor Would Rather Work Than Vacation

via on a criminal case. Although he doesn't gc
out of his way to see his own work, Marley did
catch an advance screening of "The Sheriff'
and assures us "it's a wonderful picture."
Asked if "The Sheriff" and other premier(
films, made especially for television broadcast
would be eligible for the Oscar, Marley saki
they wouldn't be eligible because they aren't
commercial pictures. He guessed, however, that,
they might be considered for the Emmy, television's cafinterpart to the Oscar. The film, he
noted, is a series possibility, which is nothing
new for him. He has previously appeared as a
regular on "T.H E. Cat," "Hawk," and "This
Man Dawson."
Speaking about past roles, Marley mentioned
that two of his big successes, "Cat Ballou" and
"Love Story," had him playing the kindly father.
"Hollywood," he feels, "likes to type people.
You do a role and immediately you're put in
that role again." He would rather "take what I
like, what I feel will be challenging to me."
With that in mind, he accepted a part in "The
Godfather," which he promises will be a bit of
a departure from the fatherly image.

The woman behind
the great Satchmo

During 1969, Americans
spent 2.7 per cent of
potable income for health
s.
.
insiltranCe prentlur
The first group accident and
sickness insurance policy was
issued in 1910, the Health Insurance Institute reports.

Among products tj pical ot
'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
WW2, boon to come is a teleJerry Lewis WAS
n
Comedia
vision set that can be turned laoaciss-41te--1-04--anmiat- oft and on, tuned and adjusted March of Dimas Man of the'
by a wave of the hand. So 'I ear Award for his work as
say researchers at the Agri- national chairman of the luscultural Research Service of
cuter Dystrophy Assn. of
the U.S. Department of Agri- America for the past 20 years.
culture.

said. "He's a slow eater and
because of his popularity, if
he went out he would spend
so much time givinl out auto7
grapfis that he would never
get to eat.
"Louis still likes his old
Creole dishes, but I don't cook
them anymore. If he sees the
food here, he'll eat it and he
shouldn't because of the lowsalt diet hell be on for the rest
of his life.
"And you just can't cook
a soul meal without ham hocks
and all the rest to go with it.
I still make cornbread and rice
occasionally."
Since her husband doesn't
travel much now and only does
special television guest spots,
Mrs. Armstrong said she really
• • •
enjoys being home. "I have
plenty of time to do every.
MARLEY'S MOVIE CREDITS are impressive,
which makes it all the more surprising to hear
like cleaning out closets
thing,
him say his acting career was a matter of hit
and attics. Louis just discoverof
elimprocess
the
in
believer
and miss. A firm
ed that we have this many.
ination, he always wanted "to do something
rooms."
realBefore
"
to
someone.
g
that means somethin
The Armstrongs live in an
izing it was acting, he had jobs waxing cars,
I I -room house ih Connic N.y.
selling insurance, even traveling to Belgium as
--trritITTsfirer MieVision has completed a complex new"310,00
11 has been their permanent
a diamond burr'sJugistigat,_----on residence for 28 years. "It
was
on
depressi
"The
a
was
"I
rs,
he
remembe
- Tifirriiifthat time,
Microwave System especially to bring top quality NASHVILLE TV to Murray.
show busi- takes a long time for a house
natural dancer." And luckily for him his sister when I went into
a home," Mrs.
worked for a theatrical agent. While waiting ness," she said. "I was the to 'las:time
Now you can get NASHVILLE TV reception never before available! All three
for her one day at the audition for a children's oldest of four children, so I .Armstrong said. "It's a home
play, he absentmindedly began to dance to the had to pitch in. I had just now and we would
never
no film to tho next, John Marioy,
Closing ft
channels in rich, blazing color . . . crisp clear TV pictures . and all the
music being played. An observant director saw finished high school.
now
is
house
'fhe
sh "lows Story," co-stars in "The
move."
s•swn in
him and came over to ask: "Do you want to go
"My mother objected to my being remodeled and redecorgreat programs and artists offered only by NASHVILLE!
pcoming "Movie of this Windt," soon
14•440,a
career at first, but a cousin had ated, something 'Mrs. Armbegins filming the long awaited "Godfathisr." on the road?"
start.
the
was
that
John did, and
Couple this with 5 MORE CHANNELS from Paducah, Harrisburg, Jackson.
gone into show business and I strong said she has done about
Since then his career hasn't been limited to
By SILL DUNN
could
I
try.
a
it
wanted to give
every 10 years.
just hoofing and acting. He's been directing.
Cape Girardeau and Ky. Educational TV and you have the best TV
THE ACADEMY AWARDS presentation is
two one-act plays by dance and I had taken piano
"But I rarely throw anyalways a big event on Hollywood's calendar. This spring he will direct
thing away," she said.
his old friend and radio panther, Eddie Law- lessons.
entertainment in Kentucky! (Plus a 24-hour weather channel!)
Tension and anticipation are building until the
"Mother was still upset, but
versatility and preferring to
"I'm a sentimentalist. I
winners are announced on April 15. Until then, rence. Liking the
be non-committal, he thinks of himself as "some- I told her,'You raised me and hate: to give anything up. I
there are many distracted actors and actresses
See it for yourself!
one in the theater."
if 'you'ye done a good job, you still have everything ever given
wondering if .
• • •
shouldn't be afraid.'
to me for some occasion or
John Marley isn't oast of them. Although he's
"IT'S ALL FUN, I work hard, but I have a
We invite you to see your Murray TV Dealer ...
During her nine-year stage' reason. I even have my minks
up for Best Supporting Actor for his portrayal
up
pile
to
seem
may
parts
while
time." And
good
sevdid
ng
Armstro
he
Mrs.
Story,"
career,
"Love
want
in
of All MacGraw's father
redone because t don't
one after another as they have now, he will take
eral Broadway show's. She had to get rid of them."
says: "I'm not concerned with what's going on.
He'll be glad to demonstrate what a difference Microwave Magic makes.
over a vacation anytime, observing.
that
me."
a
affect
doing
doesn't
from
returned
cons
just
It's a good feeling, but it
onlyg's
it."
Armstron
Mrs.
planning
without
vacation
"There's enough
inThe winner of The Venice Film Festival Award
plaint after all of these years of
The one point John will insist on is a good show
for The Best Actor of 1968 for his role in
when-she met marital bliss is that they don't
sleep during filming. Whenever he has Louis.
..night's
won.than
rather
"Faces" prefers to make films
"I was an ardent fan of have as much privag as she
the bad luck of an early call, he says, "I
ry over Oscar possibilities. '
Louis's even before I met him, would like.
scream."
• • •
everything he
As if his own life were typical, Marley says: and I loved
"When we come home no
"Louis one comes here unless they're
"I believe people find what they want sooner played" she said.
IN RECENT months, Marley haa been busy
mata
just
it's
Now
has.
certainly
or later." Be
Armstrong has done nothing
filming his latest feature, "The Sheriff," which
she said. "Even if
ter of "doing the best work I'm capable of do- wrong in music as far as I'm invited,"
will be seen on ABC's "Movie of the Week" this
all calls must
traveling
we're
I'll
way,
that
e
signatur
my
leave
can
ing. If I
eh 30. Ossie Davis is in the title role. Marconcerned."
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through
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"Our careers would have con- the house, he belongs to the
made yogurt."
helps the tamily to mainAside from the zoom in rent- flicted," she said. "1 couldn't
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But when he comes in,
Every afternoon, Monday It also healthy
level of family se- als, housing costs have gone up pursue a career and keep a public.
a
tome."
belongs
he
through Friday, Mrs. Peter L. tain
including two life insur- considerabiy too. The Institute marriage going too.
But
Kingon, the wife of a cerlillerk curity,
policies and a group health of Life Insurance reports that a still love to dance, and 1 do.'1
public accountant, teaehet balM sure
office.
Kingon's
ds policy at Peter
modest "typical" single family
Mrs. Armstrong said the
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double
besides producing
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her salary is considerably less families
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and tail of an arrow. The body does most of her own traveling
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before
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Phone
matching
So. 12th Street
By CAROLYN A. BOWERS
NEW YORK (UPI)-Louis
Armstrong's silent partner
-stands five feet one irteh- tali,
has short red hair and is his
most ardent fan. That partner
is the former Lucille Wilson,
who gave up a dancing career
3() years ago to marry the man
who's become a living legend in
the world of entertainment.
"lie promised to show_me
Mrs.
said
world,"
the
Armstrong. "And he kept his
Mrs. Armstrong
promise.'
talked of the happy, enduring
marriage to the great Satchmo
in one of the rare interviews
she his given.
A native of the Bronx, she
met Armstrong in 1938. Although she was working as a
chorine in Harlem's famed Cotton Club at the time, her career
really began at the Alhambra,
a well known theater of the
1920s and '30s. She stayed at
the Alhambra for three years
moving on to the
before
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What young people think\ realiM Economist Sees Real Growth,
nationai survey oi young security.
More than 44 per cent but with less enthusiasm. About
Americans suggests that while
of the young women in the sur- 31 per cent of the young men,
the American Dream-success,
vey described themselves as and 23 per cent of the women
prestige and a good address"very concerned" about their said they agreed most with the
still ranks at the top of the life
"future financial security," com- statement that lite insurance is
style list for a majority
pared with 39 per cent of the a "necessary evil."
young men, it is not the persona
young men.
goal of most girls. The stud
The heightened measure of
covered 3000 persons betwee
Ony 10 per cent of the women
the ages of 14 and 25, and wa concern regarding future finan- and 16 per cent of the men chose
sponsored by the Institute o cial security (or stability) among the statement: "Life insurance
women is strongly demonstrated
people
Life Insurance.
is not really necessary;
Asked to choose a life style in their attitudes toward life can do without it "
most appealing" to them, mor insurance. The survey meathan 42 per cent of the young sured these attitudes by offering
Tne underlying pragmatism of
women picked the "average" three statements about life inwomen suggests itself especially'
surance,
and
asking
the
young
homemaker image, living a
the difference in the male"pressure-free life, attending to people which they agreed with in
female responses to a life-style
most.
On
the
whole,
both
sexes
family interests." Their answers
philosophy sometimes described
were at a marked variance with acknowledged the value of life
hedonistic, or as "hippie."
the men in the study, of whom insurance as a security device as
Asked if they preferred a life
only 20 per cent said they pre- for the future, but the women
"free of obligations; living where
ferred the life of an "average
responded more positively.
and with whom you please and
family man."
statement:
The
"Life
not worrying much about money
insurThe men picked the "success"
work''-a resounding 42 perance
great
is
thing
a
-everyor
image over the "average" life
women founc; it
style by an almost 3-to-1 ratio. body should have it" was chosen cent of young
appealing" of all
That is, 30 per cent opted for by two out of three young wom- the "least
men only 28
the successful executive life, en against half of the men. A choices As for the
the "hipwhile another 26 per cent liked much smaller number conceded per cent indicated that
them
the life of a "single person-with- the importance of life insurance pie" life was not for
good-job-living-well."
The prospect of becoming a
"successful" career-woman-withfamily appealed to only 26 per
cent of the young women, while
another 14 per cent would choose
to be "single-with-good-job."
The survey, conducted by Gilbert Youth Research, suggests
that the impact of the current
feminist movement-to make the
role of the sexes more equal at

home mad ma the job-has-yetbe gauged. The traditional values
of family life still appear to be
deeply ingrained in many young
American women.
What about the attitudes of
young people toward marriage!
Is there any truth in all the jesting assumptions about males'
traditional yearnings for bachelorhood-sometimes referred to
as "the only vacation a boy gets
between his mother and his
wife?" The difference in the
way the sexes responded to one
life style preference might well
provide a vital clue.
By an almost 2-to-1 ratio (26
per cent versus 14 per cent),
young men found the prospect of
igle's" life style currently
a
• -annealing than young
V/0111,
ho said youth is
mire
‘,..hen asked what
they ic., aould be their life style
15 years from now, only 9 per
cent of the young men felt they
would still be single.
Opinions may differ sharply
in some matters, but young people think more nearly alike
when it comes to future financial

HAROLD LLOYD, one of the popularity giants of silent
films, is dead in Beverly Hills, Calif., at 77. He is shown
wearing his trademark lensless glasses in heyday, and in
one of the comic roles of his more than 500 films, this
one "Safety Last," and in a pheto made in early 1960s.

:

Reduced Inflation in 1971
The severe capital shortage
which has plagued business and
limited economic expansion over
the past several years will begin
to ease this year, according to
Dr. Kenneth M. Wright, rice
president and chief economist of
the Life Insurance Association
of America.
Dr Wright predicted that capital market flows will increase

Further easing in long-term interest rates is forecast for the
early months of 1971, followed
by a leveling trend by mid-year
and the further likelihood that
interest rates will move upward
again in the latter part of 1971
as economic growth quickens.
"The present outlook for economic activity in 1971 Is for a
resumption of moderate real
growth accompanied by a slight-

1.3.54

a 50-50 chance of
Not very gocr-1 During the

r

Measles epidemic '
30,000 babies died a- • •••
many more were cripF
The real tragedy is
I
have to happen.
Most of the virus is sprc • •

chiidren of school age who can be

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
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Good looking clothing.
ariltone drycleaning.
go hand in hand.
Catalina-

created these fashions. And Catalina
knows how to keep them looking fresh as -new:
they recommend only Sanitone drycleaning.• Our
exclusive process actually retexturizes fabrics. Gives
them a delicate, subtle difference. Improvesappearance and extends life of the
garments. • Get in step with the
latest fashions. Then protect them
with the best quality drycleaning
in town:
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Annuity payments to American families rose by 10 per cent
In 1970, compared with the pre-
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The wonder is people won't use it.
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Steve likes
solitary life

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)Stephen
Brooks typifies a
new breed of young Hollywood actor: he stars in a television series, remains a bachelor and avoids movietown's
Sources and Uses of Funds In the Money
high life.
and Capital Markets
Steve lives in a triplex in the
(In billions of dollars)
wooded seclusion of Beverly
Sources of funds
1969
1970est. 197lest. Glen canyon. His small diggings
consist of a living room,
Life insurance companies
8.5
8.5
8.7
Savings and loan associations „
kitchen and bedroom alcove.
12.0
9.9
13.5
Mutual savings banks
It's rustic and cozy.
3.0
4.2
4.5
Noninsured pension funds
6.3
6.2
The living room is wood
6.5
paneled with a fireplace and an
Commercial banks
15.5
27.0
38.0
indoor barbecue where the
Federal Reserve Banks
4.2
5.0
5.5
actor broils his steaks and
State and local funds
12.3
4.5
7,0
hamburgers after long hours at
U.S. investment accounts
11.2
7.5
7.0
the studio.
Federal loan agencies
5.3
6.9
6.0
He rented his living quarters
with overstuffed chairs and
Noniinancial corporations
1172
4.0
14.9
Fire and casualty companies
conches. A wet liar makes,
2.5
2.7
2.9
Foreigners
entertaining easy.
1.3
5.4
3.0
Mutual funds
For almost six years Steve
3.3
2.1
3.0
Individuals and others
17.5
15.3
has lived alone and liked it.
8.1
When he wants company
Total sources
118.3
114.0
131.0
Steve, who was born in Columbus, Ohio, drives out to Zutna
Uses of funds
Corporate bonds
beach to visit his mother who
13.8
22.0
17.0
Corporate stocks
lives on a hillside overlooking
4.3
5.8
7.0
e ocean.
State and local gov't Issues
8.9
12.5
14.0
During a long dry spell in
Federal Government Issues
10.3
19.4
22.0
his acting career, Steve convertFederal agency issues
4.8
8.5
7.0
ed the barren area surrounding
Mortgages: Residential
20.0
20.0
his niother's home into a
23.5
Non-residentlal
7.2
6.0
6.5
landscaped
wonder
with
shrubs, trees and a fancy
Business credit
33.2
11.4
22.0
flower garden.
Consumer credit
9.3
4.4
8.5
All other
He likes nothing better than
4.7
4.0
3.5
to flake out in the sun and
Total sources
118.3
body surf in the Pacific on
114.0
131.0
Saturday
and
Sunday
from last year's $114 billion to a ly reduced rate of inflation," Dr. afternoons.
Wright laid.
total of $131 billion in 1971.
During the week it is necesA better balance is foreseen in
sary for Steve to. report. _to
GNP Growth
financial flows for the year ahead,
In dollar terms, he forecast a Columbia studios for his role in
reflecting expansionary monetary
"The Interns"
. at 7:30 a.m. In
policy by the Federal Reserve, a 1971 Gross National Product of
fairly high rate of personal sav- $1,045 billion-up $68 billion order to get there- CM time he
arises at 5:30.
ings, and A renewed ittflow of from 1970.
"Real growth for 1971 is esti"Ti takes me t4o hours to
funds to the nation'k financial
mated at three per cent, follow- wake up," the brown-haired
institutions, he reported.
ing the slight decline in real young man explains. "I stagger
Optimistic Outlook
GNP during the past year. In- around the house,
drink four
The optimistic forecast is Con- flation Is expected to persist at cups of coffee and eat a half of
taiited in Dr. Wright's study on
grapefruit before I can face the
the sources and uses ot funds- an average four per cent rate in', day."
one of the few major economic 1971, down somewhat from the
Frequently he is sufficiently
studies which makes comprehen- 5.2 per cent inflation rate in 1970
sive predictions in the capital but nevertheless a vexing prob- exhausted at night to fix a
steak and plop into bed. withmarket area.
lem for economic policy," he
out bothering to remove his
said.
Revived a Ito production re- makeup.
sulting from the end of the GenCautions
eral Motors strike, and steel inSteve is chary of too-close
ventory buildups resulting front relationships
with
local
the fear of a mid-year strike will
temporarily stimulate first half beauties. He dates several girls
activity, he noted. He also fore- who sometimex ihsist on cookcast higher levels of residential ing dilincr for him in his
construction stemming from eas- canyon hideaway. He'd prefer
to, take theta out to a
ier mortgage credit
reStauralit.
Credit Expansion
Brooks has invested in a top
Business plant and equipment
growth, however, will probably flight stereo rig and record
level out and federal defense collection
which runs from jazz
spending will decline if recent
military phase outs are contin- to the claseics.
ued. But Federal civilian spendAt '28, Steve feels his career
ing programs appear likely to is still too insecure to absorb
take up this slack, Dr. Wright the added burden of marriage.
pointed out.
The gypsy life on an actor also
Against this setting, Dr. Wright
gives him pause when it comes
predicted a "sizable expansion
of credit supplied by commer- to matrimony.
-Anyhow, a wife probably
cial banks-from $27 billion in
would attempt to improse his
1970 to $38 billion in 1971."
Among the other sources pro- appearance.
ducing increased capital flows
Steve usually walks around
will be life insurance companies with his shirttail hanging out of
non-insured pension funds, state ill-fitting slacks. At home he
is
and local funds, savings and lost almost always barefoot.
associations, mutual savings
He doesn't own a suit. His
banks, firs' and casualty inaur
two sports jackets see little
ance companies, and non-flnan
wear. Curiously, Steve has a
dal corporations, Dr. Wright pre
large collection of neckties
dieted.
which tic seldom wears.
Summary Table
His
wardrobe on the
from
funds
capital
The flow of
CBS-TV show is generalls the
and
accounts
investment
S
white tunic o‘a doctor.'When
from Federal loan agencies will
decline, as will news from for the script calls for-,him to wear
eign capital and from Individ- anything else, the studio pro=
sides the clothes.
uals.
"I'm a had dresser," Brooks
There follows a summary table
of the estimated sources and uses admits with a grin. "But I'm
of funds in the money and cap- not interested in getting all
ital markets in 19,71, compared dressed up."
with net flows during 1969 and
Brooks is awaiting word
1970:
from the netwiArand Columbia on whether his series %ill
be renewed, if not, his
mother's garden 'Nay undergo
additismal landscaping.

The wonder drug that prevents babies
from being born blind,cleat mentally defective
and dead from German Measles.
Worttsee who r-le•
_while tfsaly are prel-s-t

Tv profile
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for him to snow up and
perform the mysterious rites of
mechanical
adjustment
for
which he charges a fee that
would be more appropriate for a
brain surgeon.
LAJULS CASSELS
Power failures sever the
UPI Senior Editor
lifeline between urban man and
WASHINGTON (UPI) -We
the technological matrix of his
were standing in the rain, six of
existence. It's not just a matter
us, waiting for a D.C. Transit
of being plunged into darkness.
"express" bus that was scheThat he could cope with, by
duled to leave the Maryland
lighting candles. But if he has a
suburbs for downtown Washingfurnace with a electric-powered
ton at 8:48 a.m.
blower, he will have no heat
At 9:15, the bus finally until the
power comes on. He
lumbered into view.
can't cook on his electric stove,
"It's outrageous," muttered a take a shower
in electrically
lawyer who was going to be
heated water, or make ice
late for an important appoint- cubes.
ment. "But what can you do?" Worst of all, he
can't find out
despairing
That
question, how long he's going
to be in
"What can you do?" is this plight.
If he calls the power
becoming the litany of 20th company,
he'll either find its
century urban man.
lines busy or he'll get an
It expresses more eloquently evasive
answer from a bored
than any angry outburst the
employee who doesn't know, anc
deep sense of frustration and apparently
doesn't much care,
powerlessness that overwhelms when
service is likely to be
the modern city-dweller when restored.
he perceives how dependent he We
could go on for hours
is on things over which he has listing
the petty and not-solittle or no control.
petty vexations to which homos
Just getting to and from work urbanus
is daily exposed. When
can be a daily trauma once a you
consider how much we all
city has reached a certain size. have to
put up with, the wonder
Even if your bus leaves on
is that we're not at each other's
time, it may get tied up in a
throts all of the time, instead of
traffic jam or break down from
only now and then.
lack of adequate maintenance.
And there's nobody to blame or
TELEVISE GAMES
complain to except the hapless
bus driver, who is not your
NEW
persecutor but your fellow
YORK ( UPI)-The
game between top-ranked
victim.
Housewives are spared the UCLA and third-ranked Southtravail of commuting, but they ern California, which could
have problems of their own. If decide the national championthe refrigerator or washing ship, will be televised live today
machine breaks down, she calls from Pauley Pavilion- in Los
the repair man. If he happens Angeles starting at 5 p.m. EST.
to be in a gracious mood, he
Hughes Sports Network,
may tell her what day she can which will televise the game,
expect him. But it is useless for also announced that if Southern
her to ask what time of day California wins, creating a tie
he'll arrive. So she has to sit at for first place in the Pacific-8
home all day, neglecting her Conference, it will televise
other errands, while she waits Monday night's playoff.

I9

of Life insurance

no stopping it.

immunized with a safe, effective vaccine.
Your help is needed. Now. If
baby ' But the voccise is useless unless
e have young children, see to it that
they
we Use it.
are vaccinated against German Mende
The list of excuses is long. But
Ask your family doctor. Or the
iirne is short. Another big .outbrecii„..„,
board of health.
• expected this year in Kentucky.
What you do after reading. this
All children desperately need to
could make a lot of difference.
be vaccinated if the epidemic is to
t
The difference between l;fe ,snri
be stopped before it can begin.
Because on-:e it starts. there's
KlaiT16141KY
.'q
BLUE CROSC
.
and BLUE SHIELD'

fl I y

#

• k.1 .VAS MOW... PI .0 .III
II,....... ....,..,.,,,,,,,,„.
,,,,, ................. • .........e..
...e.g., 40701 • ......• 11.0V ../ 'JP

More than 11-7 billion was
paid out by life insurance companies across the nation under
"PRISONER 0 LOVE" - annuity contracts This was an
Yugoslav - born London increase
of $156 million over
model Mojca Pater wears 1969.
1

I

Franka Couture's hot pants
ensemble for spring 4nd
summer. The ensemble,
called "Prisoner of Love,"
f .atures very Wide sleeves
imd a high neck, topped
by a red headband.

Most annuities are set up by
employers as retirement Income
benefits for their employees.
However, nany people also put.;chase annuities on an individual
basin to guarantee themselves a
lifetime retirement income

,
•

•••••:

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested
In You"

INN
Sr

t.4

ures sever the
n urban man and
al matrix of his
not just a matter
ed into darkness.
cope with, by
s. But if he has a
electric-powered
have no heat
✓ comes on. He
electric stove,
in electrically
or make ice
he can't find out
going to be in
e calls the power
either find its
he'll get an
from a bored
"sn't know, anc
't much care,
is likely to be
on for hours
tty and not-soto which homos
exposed. When
w much we all
th, the wonder
t at each other's
time, instead of
n.
GAMES
K (UPI)-The
en top-ranked
-ranked Southwhich could
ional championevised live today
•
aviliorr in Los
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rts Network,
vise the game,
that if Southern
creating a tie
In the Pacific-8
will televise
playoff.
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Nit KRAY

KENTUCKY

get the job dont?
FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

WANT TO UP
YOUR INCOME
IMMEDIATELY?

W11.1. DO part time bookkeeping,
preferably connected with
automobiles. Home services. Will
pick up and deliver. References
offered. Phone Marsha Poole,
M22C
753-2749.

HELP WANTED

MAN OR WOMAN needed to
203 ACRE FARM on black top
supply demand for Rawleigh
pump. road,excellent 10 acre pond, good
GIBLE
34
HP
SUBMER
HALF BANTAM hens, laying
TFNI block stock barn, good crop land,
Products. Can earn $5.00 and up
Used. Phone 436-2289.
M23P
good. Phone 435-5333.
an hour. Write giving phone no.:
only 6150.00 an acre.
Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
1-H FARMALL tractor and a FOURTEEN FOOT Arkansas 44 ACRE FARM, frame house
, Ill. Phone 815-232Freeport
in
acres
30
bushhog. Can be seen at Outland Travel boat with trailer. Phone and outbuildings,
ITC
4161.
only
road,
top
black
on,
cultivati
Co.
M26( 753-6030 after 5:00 p.m.
Seed and Popcorn
TEN'
$10,500.00,
FULL TIME office position
THE ABOVE farms join and
12X60 ALL ELECTRIC trailer,69
available. Typing and shorthand
farm
acre
250
t
excellen
an
make
n.
nt
conditio
model. Excelle
giving
Apply
9X12 RUG, 501 Dupont nylon
required.
M26I sculptured design. Sage green. unit for approximately $160.00 an
$3795.00. Phone 753-6763.
P.O. Box 574,
to
tions
qualifica
acre.
M24(
Bass guitar, excellent condition.
Murray, Kentucky.
new modern
5 HORSE CRAFTSMAN riding Childcraft set, like new. Phone 22'2 ACRE FARM,
1970 PLYMOUTH Grand
will
state,
leaving
owner
house,
lawn mower. good condition. 753-8161.
Coupe. Factory air, power
M22P
EXPERIENCED COOK; must
sacrifice for $12.600.03
M26F
Phone 753-3359.
steering and brakes and
be neat, efficient and have good
lots
building
t
WE HAVE excellen
low
Real
glass.
tinted
es. Good working con-,
referenc
from
la
Chinchil
OF
3 HERDS
lots near Kentucky
CLOTHES: SIZES 3-5 petite. certified stock, 6400.00. Also Toy and also
mileage.
ditions. Afternoon shift, full time
Lake.
Dresses, skirts and pants. All in Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish
Lady preferred. No phone
1968 EL CAMINO Pick-up work.
See us for your farm or lake lots.
good condition. Phone 753Apply Colonial House
calls.
ms,
aquariu
12
birds.
Setters,
truck. V8 automatic, power
Claude L. Miller, office, 753-5064.
M26P
7827.
M25C
complete with fish, (cheap).
Home, 753-3059
steering and brakes and Smorgasbord.
Apri122( John C. Neubauer office, 753-5064.
Phone 753-1862.
tires
new
Brand
roof.
vinyl
FOR YOUR Pennyrich bras,
EARN MONEY at home. Full or
M22(
Home 753-7531.
and air shocks behind.
girdles, and lingerie, contact
part time. For details send self
THREE PIECE bedroom suite.
Hilda Whitnell, phone 7531965 F.I.EITRA RI ICK utith-t whin_
n.rtarPstarriped and
M23C Vanity,chest and bed. Phone 753- 'TWO ADTO1NTNG tots
4472
factory air and all power. 2.5y to B. and A. Enterprises. Dept
M22C Panorama Shores, located on
8918.
Local -car.
A-IM. Post Office Box 278.
Jack's Creek, on TVA easement
M29C
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
ELKHOUND
NORWEGIAN
four
T
WILDCA
BUICK
1965
TFNC
puppies, $75.00 and up, also stove. CARPETS AND life too can be Phone 436-2289.
air,
Factory
door hardtop.
For lease; acre tobacco base and beautiful if you use Blue Lustre. THREE BEDROOM
brick
power steering and brakes. CAN YOU qualify? I'm looking
$1.
oer
barn. Phone 753-4490 after 7:00 Rent electric shampo
for women who are interested in
veneer on Loch Lomond. Family
Tinted glass. A local car.
M23C Western Auto, "Home of The room, 1'2 baths, double carport,
p.m.
earning $200.00 or more a month
1965 PONTIAC LE MANS on a part time basis. For inM24C concrete drive, cyclone fence,
Wishing Well."
. two door hardtop, automatic, terview appointment call 753-8970
outside storage, central heat and
WOULD LIKE to trade 4-speed
console in the floor with. between 2:00 and 5:00 p.m. M23
'TV, air. This is one of the better built
console
COLOR
USED
ing
bellhous
clutch
transmission,
FM&AM Radio. Brand new
TV.
&
Music
more
Leach's
many
$175.00.
for
See
houses.
and linkage from a 69 Dodge Dart
A local car. Perfect
tires.
753Phone
Center.
d
WANTED TO BUY
features. Price $25,500.00. Phone
Swinger 340 for a automatic Dixielan
mechanically.
M27C 753-5921.
M22P
7575.
and
ing
bellhous
transmission,
1966 DATSUN Pick-up truck WANT TO BUY: service station
linkage. Also for sale, Keystone
M 12 inch spring
NOTICE
or vacant lot for filling station
in good mechanical shape
Chrome Mags to fit GTO FOUR BOTTO
covers.
trash
with
plows,
trip
for
ask
site in or around Murray. Witsto
753-6809,
PhoneChevelle.
. 1964 CHEVROLET IMPALA
M22C Like new, two years old. Porter
40. Box 927, Paducah, Ken.2
Ken.
facwith
top
_two: door .hard
M22C
Mangrum, Route 6, Mayfield way.
and
toryb air, power steering
M24C
:
145:2581f
Pki*.
R-TM
TRACTO
FORD
5000
brakes, V8 automatic. A WANT TO BUY; logs and
Phone 492-8729 after 6:00 p.m.
local car.
POINTERS and
ERED
itanding timber. Also have for
REGIST
mnc
Setters frem chairipion and
1963 OLDS 98 with factory air sale lumber and sawdust.
n stock. Ages 8
and all power. In perfect Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
BEIGE SOFA and chair, $35.00. National champio
TEC
753-5169 or
Phone
up.
and
weeks
vondition. Local car, white. Phone 753-4147.
M22F
Phone 753-7520.
M27I
p.m.
5:00
after
492-8607
1963 OLDS 98 four door
NOTICE
MOBILE HOME, 10X50, furhardtop. Baby blue,
for pole
POLES,
TED
CREOSO
airheat,
nished, electric
and
brakes,
power
steering
barn construction, utility poles 401 Maple St 753-3642
conditioning. Phone 753no air. Local car.
boat docks. Murray Lumber
and
M22C
PRICE MOBILE
9911.
,
1961 N'ALIANT. CHEAP.
Co., Maple Street, Murray
who sold
party
TO
contact
WANT
HOME CENTER
ITC
ZENITH STEREO console. Kentucky.
Sorrell and White horse,with blue
1963 OLDS 98 with factory air
Homes from '2,995"
Danish modern cabinet, FM-01
eye at Auction in February. Call
iid power. Red with white
radio. Remington cordless, 1971 SINGER Zig Zag Sewing Collect 1-901--642-0710, Jerry
Low as '195" Down
top.
M22C
electric shaver. Other household Machine. Only $7.00 per month King.
641 S. Phone 753-3640
Hvs).
items. Phone 753-7532 after 5:00 after small down payment.
AIN AND TAYLOR
Murray, Ky. Next to
M22C
di Serp.m.
corner of 6th and Main
Holida) Inn
Makes button-holes, monograms, ELECTROLUX SALES
Murray, Ky. C. M.
213,
Box
case.
vice,
carrying
Phone 753-5862.
portable
In
darns.
Ford
Ask about our rental
382-2468, FarONE 50 MODEL red belly
See at Murray Sewing Center in Sanders, phone
Aprill
Tractor in extra good condition. 'Bel Air Shopping Center. M231 mington, Kentucky,
purchase plan, lip to 10 yr.
One set late flat wing trip beam
want to live high on the CORVETTE 327, 365 HP, two jnance.
economy point 14 inch plows. One BOY'S SIZE 6 and 7 pants and If you
see the Smoked Ham tops. AM&FM Radio. Excellent
come
hog,
2 row cultivator, double spring shirts. Girl's size 10 shorts and
North 3rd Street.M2 condition. See at number 90,
107
at
shank. One 6 foot disc. One 1 row tops. size 8 dresses. All good Tree
M22P
Shady Oaks.
shape,
good
in
tobacco setter
clothes. Priced cheap. Phone 753- WOULD LIKE to thank my
Holland
M22C
used two seasons- New
patrons for their patience and 1965 MERCURY, four door
M221 3903.
Brand. Phone 753-5109.
understanding during the recent Montery, air-conditioned, power
steering,
power
MAGNIN/0X TELEVISION, 5 REDUCE SAFE & fast with illness and death of my husband brakes,
fruitwood tables; coffee, step, GoBese tablets & E-Vap "water on March 23rd. I will be back in automatic. Phone 75.3-6795. M22(
round and two end tables. Buffet- pills" Holland Drug Store. M241 my Beauty Shop for ap- 67 CHEVROLET Van 90 super
pointments. Phone Mrs. L.J. Hill. heavy duty automatic tranFruitwood, lamps, French
M24c
492-8722.
couch
chair;
lounge
Provencial
smission. Ideal for business or
!MILLIONS OF rugs have been Hazel, Ky.,
and chair. Refrigerator, G.E., cleaned with Blue Luster. It's
camper. Tip Top condition. First
RENT
WANTED TO
condition. Table and chairs, America's finest. Rent electric
61475.00 takes it. Bilbrey's Car & Nancy
M27( WANT TO REM': furnished Home Supply,753-5617 or 753bed, metal frame, mattress shampooer $1.00. Big K.
and springs, Singer sewing
M24C
cabin or apartment at Panorama 1257
machine, and lawn chairs. Phone 1,124NVILLE SHOE Store just Shores. Phone 762-3824 or 753-7836
QUIET 161
M23C,
M23NC
THE L/ORARY
NOTICE
753-8918.
received a large shipment of after 5:00 p.m.
women's and children's spring WANT TO RENT: Young
/
WE ARE offering our Gilson shoes. Also have bags to match.
couple seeks reasonable
married
NG
EXCITI
AN
prices.
HA HA
NEED
sale
at
famous
tillers
All
tractors AS
All the latest colors.
house to rent in country. Phone
HA
ON?
Seaford's Lawn & Garden, name brands. Latest spring boots
VACATI
M22C
753-2135.
discount
low.
All
Hardin, Kentucky,937daily.
arriving
Plan to go this year!
March24NC prtces. Open from 9:00 a.m. - 6:30
4412.
FOR RENT
Sundays
Now escorted tours to
p.m., six days a week.
TWO GOATS Phone 436$75.00
M31
duplex,
OM
BEDRO
p.m.
TWO
5:00
1:00
Hawaii, Canada, New
M22NC from
5856.
a month. $50.00 deposit. Couple
England, many others
preferred. No pets. See al 1601
or call 1-313Road
NOTICE
Farm
College
expense_ Get detads,
All
NOTICE
842-2162.
Pennyrile Tours
call
M2.3NC
Th. Colonials

prifiglisme
uy

If you have a car and can spare
6 to 8 hours weekly, you can emoy
excellent extra income.
We are expanding rapidly and
need distributors to purchase and
service vending machines.
WE ESTABLISH ROUTES!
NO PERSONAL SALES CALLS!
JUST SERVICING!
MACHINES DO THE SELLING!
Vending is vigorous $5 billion
plus recession proof business. Cash
sales. No credit risks Equipment
works for you day and night and
even while you sleep
Earnings can grow with invest
meat starting as low as $600 to
$1500.
We train, counsel, guide and
help you get going. No experience
necessary. Easy, enjoyable work.
*This is the age of vending machines. We provide only quality
equipment plus the finest line of
snack items. Get started now while
choice locations available.

Address
Stab

City
Phone (

Dept._ 4582

The TRAINING
The DISCIPLINE
The EXPERIENCE
The LEADERSHIP
The TEAMWORK
The SKILLS
The PERSISTENCE
-

EXPERIENCED WORK in landscaping, mowing, planting,
pruning and the working or
flower beds. Phone 753-6051.M24
RAILROAD WELDING . and
wrought iron shop. East Maple
Street, across from Murray
Lumber Co., owned by Dan
Hutson, operated by Bandi.
APRIL7(
Phone 753-1933.
BE POPULAR!! Learn how to
play guitar, costs 82.00 a week.
Leache's Music and T.V. Canter.
M26C
Phone 753-7575.

and don't forget vete--1.1
rans are eligible for on-the- ,
job training aid through
the GI Bill or MDTA.
For information on hiring
veterans See your local
office of the State Employment Service. Contact the
Veterans Administration for
training information.

DON'T FORGET.
HIRE THE VET!
EE
THE NATIONAL COMMITT
S
-odysirtising contributed for this
public good by Ti'.. Adv.rtming
Council and this °now

New hairstyles for spnng
FOR ALL your home alterations
summer are pretty and
and
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
romantic, reports the National
old. Free estimates. Call 753and CosmetolMarch 29NC Hairdressers
6123.
ogists Association Inc. They
are usually compoised of supple
WILL KEEP elderly man in mi. waves that flow either in lanhome. Room and board. For guidly sensual lines, or soft
Information phone 753-1851. M22F _wavelets which are either
highly defined or have just a
DOZING. $8.00 per hour. No job suggestion of motion. Curls.
too small. No large jobs please. too, make the scene in all variReliable service. New man in ations, from short half-curls to
clusters of spirals of true or
Murray area. Phone 753M24C false hair.
' 8548.
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I WAS
JUST
LAUGHING
AT THIS
FUNNY

WE DON'T
PERMIT
NOISE
FOR ANY
REASON
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753-6453

•
Are Poison

Lot Your Home
111-b
.
Ilk% illI 10

ctf•c-

11itik
0

ROACHIS
Carry Germs
GIFT RID Of

PESTS

19

DON'T
FORGET...

JOBS FOR VETERAN

0
,
41

one

INCOME TAX preperation,
reasonable rates. No over head.
Farm and small business, $10.00.
For further information phone
ITC
437-4662.

FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free
pickup and delivery. Free
estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy,753March 31C
3045.

111K

(alma
S new
• Ou
Give
ppear

WILL MOW lawns at reasonable
prices in spring and summer.
Phone 767-4793 after 5:30 p.m.
M27NC

Nam

Thinking of

Home Decorating?
Think of--Hughes Point
_Store

WILL DO garden work and will
furnish own tiller. Phone 753M22C
9808.

MUM

D-1
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
['novo', of IJII
1275 Profit Dia Dallas, Tiptas 752/7
I am intan•sta in mats Infiarrnatiaa
*bout making annoy in the lading
business i hap a car ana 6-8 hours
par amok spare time
I can imat $600 in a rout.
Ll I can invest $1500 in s rout*
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for
adjustment
rges a fee that
appropriate for a

Protect Your Hom24e!
hours

Do not be deceived! Termites work
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control

Murray, Ky.
100 S. 13th Street
Phone 753:39.14 Day or Mite
tiOnaAned and Operated Over 20 Yews
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
v Member Chamber of Commerce

EXTRA NICE one bedroom
furnished apartment, '2 block
LOST & FOUND:
from college campus, $90.00 per
753or
month. Phone 753-91:35
M26C LOST: REGISTERED Collie
4478.
with Memphis tag. If found call
M24C
753-9281.
MENT;
FURNISHED- APART
electric heat, private entrance,
Near college. Phone 753PART Chihuahua. male
TFNC 1.0ST:
6564.
dog. Blonde, white diamond
shape spot on back of neck.
THREE BEDROOM house, one Answers to name of Duke last
and one half baths, gas furnace seen in vicinity of Cherry Corner.
heat, garage. Available now. Phone Sara Von Schoech at 436ITC
jj
8122P 58.30.
Phone 753-4765.
NOTICE

JOHN, WHAT IN
1--SPIZIKJG,
IS THE TITLE
(
THE
OF SUN DAY'S
PEVII:S
SERMON ?
SEASCN.'

SPRING! IT'S THE
TIME WHEN moTkER
EARTH AWAKENS
PIZOM HEIZ kA/INTEIZ'S
LEEF6... THE TIZEES

gisZps TAKE
WING. LOVE WILL
SM IT E AA,Ats/V...

L'il Abmur

NOTICE

Norman Crockwell's
"Mr. Perfect"

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY.
Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

A composite of the specif'cations voted
by i 5 million teen-age c2irlS!! He has a
flawless physique, e3
luxuriant, mane of hair- -

-and an exprestion

of utter idiocy --

,-since'not a \
sin/ale vote
specified
f!
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CBS Eliminates Many Of Afitwering
Its Rural Type Shows
Machines
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—CBSTV's official program schedule
for next season confirms that
the network, trying for a more
contemporary flavor, has eliminated its numerous rural
comedy series, including some
longtime favorites.

Are Help

Canceled are "The Beverly
Hillbillies,"
"Mayberry
R.F.D.," "Green Acres," "Hee
Haw" and the Andy Griffith
and Jim Nabors shows.
Also gone from the new fall
lineup are ''Lassie," "Hogan's
Heroes," "The Interns," "Family Affair," "To Rome With
Love," "Men at Law," The Ed
Sullivan Hour and the reruns of
Jackie Gleason's "The HoneyThe overriding point of the
new schedule is to free CBS-TV
from its basic image, sometimes unfairly exaggerated by
competitors, of being a network
that appeals chiefly to children,
old folks and rural viewers.
CBS-TV is all too aware of
the growing number of persons
concentrated in urban areas, as
well as the young . adult
audience and its buying power.
Nevertheless, the network is
sticking with some of its
veteran series.
Returning are "Gunsmoke,"
the Carol Burnett and Glen
Campbell variety hours, the
Lucille Ball, Doris Day and
Mary Tyler Moore comedies,
"My Three Sons," "Mission:
impossible," "Mannix," "Hawaii Five-0," "Medical Center," "Arnie," "All in the
Family" and the two weekly
movies.
The Thursday movies will
return as before, but the Friday
motion
pictures
will
be
;witched to Sundays—at 6:30
p.m. CST. In addition, the
network has scheduled a new
series of 90-minute, made-for:
television films entitled "CBS
Friday Movies."
As CBS-TV President Robert
Wood says, the new lineup is
marked by the most extensive
program changes in the network's history. Because of the
schedule's attempted image.
altering, as well as the cutback
on network prime time by the
Federal Communications Commission, 13 of CBS-TV's current
29 series—almost half—are
being eliminated. The entire
Sunday. Tuesday and Friday
night lineups are to be wiped
out.
Amid this slashing, however.
some of the retainea series
indicate the network's commitment to a new look. While
letting go rural shows, CBS-TV
renewed two comedy programs

"SHOO" MUST GO OFF —
The Ed Sullivan "Shoo"
winds up a, record run of
23 years on television this
season, and here is Sullivan in l950, early in the
game, and nowad79s.
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Tate Defendents Are
Called Inhuman

LOS ANGELES i UPI) —
"These defendants are not
human beings, ladies and
gentlemen, they are not human
By LEROY POPE
NEW YORK iUPI)—A psy- beings,” said the prosecutor in
chiatrist uses a telephone the Tate murder trial.
answering machine to leave -Human beings have a heart
soothing messages for anxiety- and a soul. No one with a heart
and a soul could have done
ridden patients.
A legislator frees his secreta- what these defendants did to
ry for more productive work by those seven victims.
-These defendants are human
letting an answering machine
mutations."
take calls from constituents. monsters, human
Vincent Bugliosi, in a thunBusiness firms use them to
dering 10-minute final argument
take orders from salesmen
Thursday, demanded the gas
after office hours. Hospitals chamber for Charles
Manson,
and life insurance company Leslie van Houten, Susan
medical departments save Atkins and Patricia Krenwinkel
hours with the answering for the murders of actress
devices in getting reports on Sharon Tate and six other
medical exareinations.
persons in August, 1969.
Ads for cheap answering and
Manson's lawyer, Irving Kanrecording
devices fill
the arek, followed Buglioisi and
vendor ad pages of Sunday started his closing arguments,
newspapers. A company called expected to last two days.
Although Manson has been
Record-O-Fone, a leader in the
industry, predicts that
in convicted of seven counts of
another generation almost eve- first-degree murder, the thrust
ry home will have some kind of of Kanarek's argument was
an answering machine. This that he was absolutely innocent.
Aottorneys for the young
company has one device called
Tele-Key that enables a busi- women will follow Kanarek,

with the case expected to go to
the jury for a decision on life
imprisonment or death sentences late next week.
Bugliosi spoke in a low voice,
but his contempt was acid.
"I am not even going to
address myself to the frantic
effort by the three female
defendants and the defense
witnesses to make it look like
Charles Manton wasn't even
involved in these murders," he
said.
"I am sure all of you clearly
saw that they were lying on
that witness stand to do what
they could do for their god,
Charles Manson.
"Well, Charles Manson has
already been convicted. He is
as guilty as sin and he knows
it.
"These seven murders were
so indescribably savage and
ghastly and bizarre that they
'are perhaps unprecedented.
They are so vicious and so
horrible and so totally devoid of
any extenuating circumstances
that the death penalty should
just be absolutely automatic."
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Flight path of bomber training missions

Quotes Bombing
From The
News Target:
Arlington

ercise will terminate at a point
northwest of Mt. Carmel, Ill.

Today's Stock
Market

Convenes
Court In
Local Bar

Campus Casual Shoppe
For All Your Needs Visit

Crossword Puzzle
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EASTER, SPRING
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SUMMER
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ness or a doctor to call his
office from anywhere and make
the machine roll back the tape
and read all the messages it
has taken down since his last
call.
iReg. U.S. Pat, Off.i
Naturally, the rapid proliferaNEW
YORK
UP11—The
regarded on the borderline in
By United Press International
in concentration.
By H. D. QUIGG
tion
these
of
stock market opened slightly
and
.other
new
earlier tentative schedules: The
FT.
BENNING, Ga.—Lt, Willower in heavy trading today...
controversial "All in the kinds of telephone equipment FT. BENNING, Ga. (UP!)— "He says, 'I want 'em dead.'
ham I,. Calley Jr., announcing
Arlington is to be a simulated
Shortly after the opening, the'
Family," about a middle class such as semi-automatic switch- Two whirling wheels of magne- He backed off 20 to 30 feet and
l'he will try to pay his legal fees, target of low-level bombing mis- Dow Jones industrial
average;
family man full of personal boards, burglar alarms and he- tic recording tape moved with started firing."
if
acquitted,
by
a worldwide sions to be flown as radar bomb was off 0.27 at 912.65. Of 329'
almost hypnotic impetus before At the other end of the jury
prejudices, and "Arnie," about m devices for data transmisbox from Ford, Capt. Harvey antiwar lecture tour:
scoring exercise by the Strategic issues across the tape, 121 were
a blue collar worker promoted sion, have created a large a combat-tested jury today and
"I'm aliinst all wars. I'm
lower, 107 higher.
•
to executive status in his independent telephone equip- the Midwest farmboy voice that G. Brown, 33, holder of the
Air Command.
came from the loudspeaker Silver Star from Vietnam, and going to talk about doing away
ment business.
General Motors gained Lit to'
company.
8-52
FB-111
and
bombers
It has been some years now spun a tale of horror at My Capt. Ronald J. Salem, 34, a with all wars for all time."
Other positive aspects of the
84 in its group. Ford also
will fly the training missions picked
former platoon and company
new lineup include the schedul- since the Bell System lost the I
up I e, to 603a, but
ing of "CBS Reports" for two power to insist on the use of The six-afficer jury at the leader 'there, stared at the WASHINGTON—Mrs.' David and radar bomb scoring equip- Chrygier sufrendered In to 271a..
hours once a month on only
Bell
made or
In the steels, U.S. Steel adder,.
Bell military Murder trial of Lt. floor, cheeks braced against Blitzen„ a participant in the ment near Arlington will use
rally of militint American Jews radio and radar signals to
Thursdays, and the return of approved r equipment .1* its William I,. Calley Jr. stared at palms, listening intently.
meas- In to 3358, Armco '4 to 21..
the now-biweekly "60 Minutes" subscribees. _
against Soviet policies who. said
the-moving wheels but in their Caney will
--ure the accuracy of the stmutah Bethlehem held unchaneed
- --get_ death or
on a weekly basis, though not
if
Independent makers of tele- minds they could see on the imprisonment
the
jury he 'spent five years in a ed bomb
225a.
drops.
quite in prime time-5 to 6 p.m.
phone equipment from all over witness stand Paul David convicts him as charged, of hincentration camp during
Union Carbide eased 14 to
CST Sundays. The reports are
For several months, SAC 8-52
the world have rushed in to Meadlo, 23, of Terre Haute, premeditated murder, but the World War II and remembers
45'2 in the chemicals. Monthat "60 Minutes" is likely to
Stratofortresse
s
FB-111's
a
n
d
atterly
the
silence of American
help supply the U.S. market Ind., a black-haired youth in a nirors, who have been delibersanto dipped 14 to 3734.
get bumped, however, in
will fly at sub-sonic speeds along
with a remarkable variety of green short-sleeved sweater ating six days, may reduce the Jews at that time:
In the oils, Jersey Standard
the
centerline
10-mile-wide
of a
"I couldn't be happier that
telephonic devices.
who had limped- into the charge.
was
unchanged at 767a, with
corridor at 500 to 2,100 feet
ny son is here with me."
According to President Tom courtroom two months ago on
conflict with football games.
Texaco up
to 37, and Atlantic
above
the
ground.
No
bombs
68-YF,AROLD CHAVP
Viewers will have to re-orient Pledger of Burnup & Sims, an artificial foot.
Richfield 34 higher at 6814.
will
carried
be
on
the
flights,
BRIGHTON, England
MADISON, Wis.—Rep. Paul
themselves to CBS-TV, as Inc., West Palm Beach, Fla., Meadlo lost his foot when
Standard of California was
he UPI BilI
The bombers will enter the
Fruin, riding his
indicated by the fact that only both the Bell System and the stepped on a land
McCloskey, R-Calif., criticizing
unchanged at 571-2, but Getty
mine planted
motorcycle, finished first in the President Nixon for going route at a point a few miles surrendered
four returning series will be in fast-growing independent tele- by what
"2 to 84. Superior
his attorney called
northwest
of
Batesville,
Ark.
their same time slots: "Medical phone companies have
found -those same innocent people 35th historic motorcycle run from 'berserk with the use of
lost a full point to 18412.
proceed
and
Epsom
northeast
and then
Center," the Thursday movies demand outstripping
to Brighton Sunday nilitary power," in a speech
their abili- the day after the March 16,
UAL Inc. eased 4ti to 3114
and the Doris Day and Mary ty
Fruin is 68
'ailing on liberal Republican north. They will travel to a point among the airlines.a.TWA gave
to build new facilities.
1968,
sweep
in
which
Calley
near Farmington, Mo., where
is
Tyler Moore shows. Carol
eaders to challenge the admiIn consequence, a large but accused of murdering 102
they will turn to a course taking up '8 to 19. but KLM added 14
Burnett, for instance, has been
iistration in Party primaries
little
known
industry
has women, children and old men.
them near Lilbourn, Mc The to 547n.
switched from her traditional
text year:
late Monday spot to Wednesday emerged, contract maintenance The voices came from the
bombers then will cross the Mis"We're destroying the ability sissippi
and
installation
service
for
the
Monday
Her
CST.
recording
p.m
River north of Hickman
at 7
machine soft and
if the country to lead the and pass
replacements are "Arnie" and telephone industry.
The series between the Atlanta
south of Arlington,
somewhat muted but clear
serle"
Pledger estimated there- - are "Why did you gather
"All in the Family."
over the simulated bomb target. Hawks and Knicks begins
the
250 companies in this field and people up?" asked the
The training route then turns Thursday afternoon in New York
prosecuthat Bell and independent phone tor, Capt. Aubrey M.
The heavy, (-kinky camp of north-northeast, passing between and Milwaukee Bucks play the
Daniel III.
companies depend on them for "Because we all
the slew is out. The new shoe Paducah and Murray, and over San Francisco Warriors in their
considered
$250 million worth of work in them to be..,Viet Cone
for spring and sum- Southern Illinois where a second first game on Saturday night in
HOLLYWOOD
I
UPI1—Lackand as
1970 and will farm out $300 far as I am concerned
ing a proper court bench, the mer in like a dancer's shoe - target site is located near Oakland.
the
are
The Murray Fire Department million in work this year to the
tRideewav, Ill. The training exstill Viet Cone." Meadlo re- judge took his position of honor, light.
Charlie Porter, age 21, of 326 answered a call Monday morning contractors.
adjacent the cash register
plied.
Church, Paris, Tenn., was listed at 7:40 to the Derby Oil Company
The work they do includes
The six-man, six-woman jury
Meadlo, who once estimated
in fair condition
Monday on South 12th Street across from laying cable, installing and
perched on barstools.
as
many
as
370
villagers
were
morning by officials of the the Bel Air Shopping Center.
maintaining individual subscriJudge Irwin J. Nebron, after
killed by American infantrymen
Murray -Calloway County - Firemen said they used CO2 to bers' equipment, general
convening court Thursday at
en- that day, was one
of two the Bottoms Up bar, then
Hospital
put out the fire which was from a gineering services and even,
100 No. 15th Street — Across From Adm. Building
short in the heating system on the designing and supervising the witnesses who said they saw looked at the four dancers and
Caney tire, into people at both a said:
Porter suffered a gunshot top of the
building. Damage was construction of telephone ex* OPEN 8-5 UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
wound in the right side of the neck
"Do you solemnly swear to
reported to the heating system. changes —work the phone trail and a ditch, sites at which
and was admitted to the hospital
Three trucks ranswered the call. companies were able to do the government charges . at recreate the matters referred
* LOTS OF PARKING IN REAR
at 8:20 p.m. Sunday, according to
least 100 died.
to in this case substantially the
Sunday at seven p.m. the entirely
for themselves a
hospital officials.
Meadlo
testified
that he fired same and as nearly as possible
firemen were called to a truck generation back.
along with Calley, eryIrCg, at as you have performed them in
The Murray Police Depart- fire at 17th and Main Streets. The
Calley's order.
the past'""
ment investigated the incident fire on the truck, owned by
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
"Lt. Calley returned and
The dancers swore they
and reported it was an accidental Smothers and Orr, was from a
by. .
says, "flow come they're not would and began their 20broken
gas
line.
The
fire
was out Michael
gunshot wound.
Lassiter, age 20, of dead?" Meadlo recounted of minute routines.
on arrival of the firemen.
Miss Elaine and Merryline
1716 Wells Extended, Murray, the trail.
The usual court session was
convened so the jury could
was treated for a fracture to the •1 says I didn't know we
was
Answer to Saturday's Punle
DORM SHIRTS - GOWNS
determine whether "The Dance
right knee at the emergency supposed to kill 'em."
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14 Help
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